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About This Game

In a world of growing xenophobia, Scotsmen living abroad fear for their right to practice their culture. Already, reports are
emerging of foreign governments and vigilantes shutting down the haggis factories that were once the lifeblood of local Scottish

communities. One Scotsman has the power to stand up to the world. His name is Alfredo.

A humble barman from Northern Scotland, Alfredo rose to prominence when he conquered England, Wales, and Ireland, after
the English cricket team and a group of Irish potato farmers trashed his pub. Taking on the whole world however, will not be so

easy. So Alfredo gathers together the finest fighting Scotsmen and sets forth in his Bagpipe Airship, on a mission to liberate
global Scottish communities, one haggis factory at a time.

Fight 24 zany enemies, from gun-toting Rednecks to Kangaroo Riding Aussie Shielas in bikinis.

Face down 6 evil bosses, including Napoleon, Mussolini and Oda Nobunaga.

Build 12 types of towers, from the traditional Scottish Porridge Cannon, to the foreign French Fondue Hose.

Command 7 hero characters, including Alfredo, and foreign heroes such as Julius Caesar and Buddha.
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Fight through the 24 level campaign, or stage your ultimate battle in skirmish mode.

Operate the Kilt-Lift-O-Matic, which provides a strong updraft for Scotsmen to descend from the Bagpipe Airship using
their kilts as parachutes.

Capture and hold oat fields to produce porridge to feed your army.

Purchase upgrades for your Scotsmen and towers using money earned during levels.
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Title: Defend the Highlands: World Tour
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Kilted Camel
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2, or higher

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Video Card with 512 Mb Memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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i like it so far. where's the bloody tutorial\/step-by-step guide? hardcore too much maybe?. Game seems unfinished to this
moment and released in haste, but Unabara Iruka is a pretty cool dev, so I'll believe it would be getting better with every patch!.
Heroes of the West is a great mod. If you love Red orchestra 2 or Rising storm you should definitely get this. I've been playing
ever since they were in alpha and has been awesome to witness them grow and be on the steam store page.
Thanks to everyone who contributed to this mod, it is amazing. DOWNLOAD NOW IF YOU HAVEN'T ALREADY!!!

  Highly recommend this mod ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥ ♥. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME.

The developers are not updating what is essentially a poorly-written, mismatched and confusing pre-pre-pre-Alpha game. This
"game" should never have seen the light of day yet, and I fear the developers have taken our money and ran.. I would absolutely
recommend this game if not for the fire maze. The voice acting is amazing, the mood is great throughout, and then you get to
the fire maze. It's a maze where you are being chased by a monster who can cut through the walls, but the worst part is there are
little shortcuts you can go through. How is that bad? They aren't activated with a button, and they don't care what way you are
facing. The last time I played this before uninstalling it I was sucked back and forth through the same one four times. And then
the monster ate me.. Small but intense map with slightly different rules. Played it many times already and it still is a blast!
Worth the money.. I usually play games I'm unsure about for at least two hours so that I can get a good idea of how they work
before the refund deadline, but it only took me half an hour to see most of what this game has to offer - and what it offers is a
dull, repetitive and positively ugly attempt at a top-down shooter.

Built on a roguelike-style framework that features procedural generation, character progression and permadeath, Derelict is a
game that clearly prides itself on throwing the player in at the deep end - a fact that shows very well on the first level,
where you're required to escape a self-destructing spaceship without a tutorial or even so much as a map. Randomly-
spawning, godawfully-ugly explosions take significant chunks from your health as you stumble through the corridors,
and though you catch glimpses of what could be enemies or friendly NPCs, they tend to get gibbed by the RNG pretty
fast. It's only when you bump into an escape pod and launch yourself free of the doomed ship that the game 'opens up'.
for want of a less promising term.

In reality, although you're now free to visit space stations, abandoned planets, wormholes to newly-generated map
sectors and discarded chunks of former space liners, the promise of freedom rapidly withers when you find out that
there's absolutely nothing to actually do out there. All of the destinations you can visit, though different in appearance,
play out identically - you land your ship, shoot the mindless zombie-like enemies rushing towards you in single file, pick up
poorly-sprited items and weapons that the game never really tells you the purpose of, then take off and try to find a use for
all the indistinct junk you accrued. I'd like to be able to write a paragraph for each different type of destination you can
land at, but unfortunately, they're so similar in how they play out that there's just nothing unique to be said.

Though the game does boast an impressive array of different collectible weapons to find in your travels, the anaemic levels
of enemy variety make the point moot - an automatic pistol carves through a brainless line of whatever those sprites are
meant to be just as well as a plasma rifle, so what's the point? The only time I actually managed to die to these foes was when
a huge mob of them sprung onto me out of what must've been a spawn point as I approached. My other deaths - getting shot
in the back repeatedly by a companion who I never asked to join me, getting hit by an asteroid that I had no way of
predicting, and failing to luck my way to the exit during the starting level - were similarly unenthusing. There's also
different spaceships to grab off space stations and derelicts to replace your initial ship, but there's even less point to it than
getting a new weapon - besides their admittedly-decent sprites, all the ships are totally identical.

In all, between a music playlist that varies between 'generic' and 'actively unpleasant', a near-total lack of any artwork that
could be called 'good', and mechanics so bare-bones that they almost don't need that tutorial that the game fails to provide
anyway, Derelict feels far more like a tech demo than a bona-fide game. The 'open world' the game puts you in is laughably
bare, the exploration aspect falls flat once you realise you're not doing anything new after the first couple of landings, and
frankly, I don't even think the area maps that you land on are procedural. Just spend the $10 on a cheap movie or a takeout
or something, since both would keep you entertained for longer.. Fairly standard point and click adventure game, for what
it's worth. Doesn't quite capture the feeling of discovery and accomplishment that comes from putting things together. As it
is, Holmes is always one step ahead of the player--which can still make for a great story, but it doesn't really let you have the
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experience of playing as the great Sherlock Holmes. Fun enough, and worth a playthrough, but between taking what ends up
feeling like a very passive role in the story and some quirks of gameplay that end up being rather annoying--particularly in
those sections of the game requiring precise timing--it's all a bit of a let down at the end.. A very short dlc i beat all the girls
in 5 minutes maybe cause of my poker skills i dont know and i was expecting more content and more sexy time definately not
worth the wait ..
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I don't play TANE very often but I do have to say this is really\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 There's a great reason
why this is only 4 dollars as opposed to the other DLC's average of 10-20 dollars each. Everything in this DLC pack can actually
be downloaded for free! That's right, the Download Station offers both the locomotive AND the route in this DLC pack for
free!

The only thing this really adds to the game is a pre-made session, and it's a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing boring one. It takes
literally more than 3 hours to complete, or if you're bad at timing stops or have trouble with a faulty coupling and need to chase
your coaches down a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hill and back to the last station, expect to be in front of your computer
screen for at least 6 hours. It tries to offer some uniqueness with a voiceover narration that gives some facts and tidbits about The
Flying Scotsman as you play, but he's very quiet and monotone, so that's kinda\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 too.

NOTE: No idea why it says I have 0 hours on record for this. I've played T:ANE for hundreds of hours and I recorded my first run
through this DLC, and only made it a third of the way through when I hit the 2 hour mark.. In short, Quell Zen is harder and not as
well-made and enjoyable as Quell Memento. If you buy only one Quell game, make it Memento, not Zen.

In long, after Quell, Quell Reflect and the terrific Quell Memento, this is the fourth installment in the series. I am sad to report that
Quell Zen does not live up to the high standard set by Memento.

Zen has only a few more levels than Memento, but it is a substantially longer game. Levels requiring more than 30 moves to solve
are the norm instead of the exception. The problem is, that more complexity and length alone do not equal more fun. This game
again adds new mechanics to the series, but unfortunately ones I mostly did not enjoy. Many of them change the layout of the levels
(arrows move rows of blocks, green bubbles leave trails of blocks), which I found very demanding\/frustrating to plan out in
advance. I guess in this regard Zen is confirmation of the old adage that sometimes less is more. The difficulty varies wildly all
through-out the game. It's not uncommon for open-ended levels with 40+ step solutions to occur in proximity of 7 step linear levels,
even quite early on.

They did improve the start-up loading time compared to Memento, but virtually everything else is a downgrade in my opinion. I
didn't like the new asian theme and aesthetic - Memento is easily better looking. The "story" was about as useless as in Memento, but
now the competent voice acting is replaced with badly-written letters. They start out unrealistic and end up awkward and horribly
clich\u00e9d. Memento had a certain charm and consistent style in its presentation, which seems all but lost in Zen.

Unless you found Memento way too easy, Zen is in every regard an inferior game. A few levels are undoubtedly quite smart, the
majority is decent if uninspired, but sadly there are quite a few bad apples which are just tedious and frustrating. Still, over-all
there's more good than bad, and if I hadn't liked Memento so much, I probably wouldn't be as harsh on Zen. If you like the series,
pick it up on sale. Personally I wouldn't pay full price.. At normal difficulty the game is a lot of fun, but becomes very difficult
when moved up to the the hard level. Nightmare is impossible, I have been stuck on twisted tree line for 68 fails 68 I said. Look at
how many hours I have played over the years and I am even ready to call out uncle and forever retire this game.. Seven years ago
about, this thing released. A remake of Painkiller, of sorts. I guess there was an effort, an attempt?
Aside from abhorrent business practices (selling parts of the original game as DLC and the game still - 2019 - being far too
expensive) this is surprisingly alright. It's fun to some larger degree, but don't expect to be blown away quite the same way original
Painkiller did. Still fine for mindless shoot action akin to Quake, but nothing more than that, even if an upgrade in terms of
graphics compared to the original. The story ends, suggesting a sequel, but that won't ever happen.
The game has challenges, or micro-campaigns if you will, which are fairly nice too, just more content to fool around with.

In the end, this feels unfinished and the further you progress strangely soul-less. I suspect the publisher saw awful sales numbers
and decided to pull staff from it's development. Multiplayer is dead too, as one would expect, but it was never really alive to begin
with.

If you can grab it on a sale I recommend it, otherwise stay away for now, get Painkiller: Black Edition instead.. The game is not
that bad. It can be annoying to pick units sometimes, But most of the heros are great all around. I recommend this game
because of it a surpiseing game a times. I forgot about this one. It's Zup Zero, the prequel as a sequel to a game of gimmicky
platfomer ball blasting fun! Well not really fun. It's fun for 5 minutes.

Err... Did I mention achievements! Yes achievements! Oh how this game series has killed the achievements for me. I just
really don't care about achievements anymore, unless they are not pointless.
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Why am I recommending this? I need to join Achievement Addicts Anonymous.... Unique Twist On RTS Genre

I've been looking for a game that would let me sink a lot of hours into a single experience in VR since the Vive was released.
I'm early in my time with this one, but having heard of this primarily as a console game, I thought this could have some legs.
It's looking like I was right so far! The RTS system is novel, building out your "empire" like nodes or a web. It means you
have to think about your placements as there's a heirarchy to what can build what. For example, Outposts can build
armouries, but armouries can't build outposts. So think ahead and make sure you have room for expansion!

This may seem rambly, but I wanted to get some rough thoughts up so there weren't random complaints turning people away
from a solid RTS.

If you're a traditional gamer who likes strategy, this is a solid game. But if you own VR and have waited for a game to sink
your teeth into, this seems to be it. It's not a tutorial funneling you into multiplayer no one is playing (it does have
multiplayer, but it's cross-platform so it's likely to be much more vibrant). And it's not a 2 hour "experience" that is
exhilarating for a short afternoon, but then never touched again. This is a VIDEO GAME!

If you have an HTC Vive, get Siegecraft.
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